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Traditional citation analysis has been widely applied to
detect patterns of scientific collaboration, map the landscapes of scholarly disciplines, assess the impact
of research outputs, and observe knowledge transfer
across domains. It is, however, limited, as it assumes all
citations are of similar value and weights each equally.
Content-based citation analysis (CCA) addresses a citation’s value by interpreting each one based on its
context at both the syntactic and semantic levels. This
paper provides a comprehensive overview of CAA
research in terms of its theoretical foundations,
methodical approaches, and example applications. In
addition, we highlight how increased computational
capabilities and publicly available full-text resources
have opened this area of research to vast possibilities,
which enable deeper citation analysis, more accurate
citation prediction, and increased knowledge discovery.

Introduction
The analysis of scholarly communication through citation patterns has been extensively used to detect scientific
collaboration, map the landscapes of scholarly disciplines,
assess the impact of research outputs, and observe knowledge transfer across domains. Papers and their citations have
been used to form networks (e.g., paper citation networks,
author citation networks, co-author networks, author
co-citation networks, or journal co-citation networks) where
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nodes represent papers, authors, or journals, and edges indicate the number of times each has been cited, co-authored,
or co-cited. Although the simple counting of citations
remains one of the most measurable indicators of research
impact, it is limited, as it considers neither the location (e.g.,
where the reference has been mentioned in a citing article)
nor the semantics (e.g., why the reference has been cited in
a citing article) of a reference (Figure 1).
The development of the Science Citation Index in the
early 1960s ushered in the practice of citation analysis
studies, which focuses on whom researchers cite, which
documents they cite, and which journals they cite (Hjørland
& Kyllesbech Nielsen, 2001; Nicolaisen, 2007). Contentbased citation analysis (CCA) is the next generation of citation analysis. It expands on the analysis of citation
frequencies by using reference information at both syntactic
(e.g., the position of where or which style a reference is
mentioned in a citing article) and semantic level (e.g., how a
reference is cited and how a knowledge concept or a domain
entity is cited). In the late 1960s and 1970s, manual effort
was required to address the “how and why” questions of
citation analysis and, as a result, only small sets of papers
were used in the studies. Although this allowed for the
categorization and systematic analysis of citation motivations, the results were often not generalizable due to the
limited sample size. However, recent developments in computing and information services, such as full-text papers
open to the public, computers capable of handling largescale textual data, and innovative algorithms efficient at
detecting both the location and semantic context surrounding a reference (Teufel, 2000), now offer the ability to ask
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FIG. 1. An example of citation content with location and semantic information. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at
wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

knowledge (Cronin, 1981), the citation has long been a
subject of scholarly analysis. In this context, the main utility
of CCA is the analysis of a citation’s context within the full
text of the scientific paper rather than its simple frequency.
As such, CCA can be divided into two tracks: syntactic CCA
and semantic CCA.
Syntactic CCA

FIG. 2.

Content-based citation analysis (CAA) overview.

the previous “how and why” questions of citation analysis
on a larger scale. This has, in turn, called for a revisiting of
the subject and the review presented here.
The primary goal of this paper is to provide an overview
of CCA in terms of its foundations, approaches, and applications (Figure 2). This paper is organized as follows: The
following section provides the theoretical foundations for
CCA. The Approaches section describes the methodological
approaches applied in CCA, and the Applications of CCA is
examined in the next section. The final section provides a
summary and identifies avenues for future research.
Theoretical Foundations
Scientific papers are the predominant means by which
researchers promote their research findings. They are also
the predominant means by which researchers garner attention (Cronin, 2005) and thereby acquire, through citation,
peer recognition of their knowledge. Whether as a levied tax
(Becher, 1989) or as footprints marking the passing of
2

Over the long history of knowledge accumulation, scientific communities have established consistent formats for
reporting knowledge in scientific papers. The current organization of information into the standard sections of introduction, related works, methods, results, discussion, and
conclusions has been widely adopted by major journals and
conferences. Based on a citation’s location within a standardized section, it becomes possible to analyze a citation’s
perceived level of usefulness.
Voos and Dagaev (1976) first addressed the issue of treating all citations equally. They analyzed citation contribution
based on its location within the introduction, methodology,
discussion, or conclusion sections of a citing article.
Finding, among other things, that the introduction contained
more highly cited articles than other sections, they concluded that the contribution of a citation should be based on
both its frequency and its location within the citing article.
Herlach (1978) extended this argument by contending that a
paper cited in the introduction or literature review section
and later again in the methodology or discussion section
should be regarded as having a greater contribution to the
citing article than others, which may have been referenced
only once in the entire citing article.
Peritz (1983) also used frequency to calculate a citation’s
contribution to the citing article; she, however, differentiated
between formal citations, which reference the author name
with the publication year and informal citations that indicate
only the author’s name. Bonzi (1982) similarly categorized
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citation relevance based on how citations were mentioned in
the citing article. After analyzing 31 library and information
science articles with nearly 500 references, she identified the
following four citation styles: (a) those citations not specifically mentioned in the text (e.g., “several studies have dealt
with . . .”), (b) those barely mentioned in the text (e.g.,
“Smith has studied the impact of”), (c) those with only one
quotation or discussion of point (e.g., “Smith found that
. . .”), and (d) those with two or more quotations or discussion points. Moravcsik and Murugesan (1975) studied the
redundant patterns of citations in which an author cites
several works simultaneously within a single citation block
to indicate a list of examples, such as similar situations,
good sources, or applications of classic methods. Their
analyses of 575 references in 30 articles of theoretical highenergy physics found that one third of references were
redundant, whereas one seventh were negational, and two
fifths were perfunctory. A later study showed that these
textual and nontextual characteristics (e.g., number of references, figures, number of uncommon words, and the readability of abstracts) can account for 15% to 35% of the
variation in citation frequencies (Snizek, Oehler, & Mullins,
1991).
It is important to note that these early studies of syntactic
CCA were conducted manually on small paper sets. Later,
however, Maričić, Spaventi, Pavičić, and Pifat-Mrzljak
(1998) conducted a citation analysis based on the location of
references in more than 350 papers. Their results showed
that the methods, results, and discussion sections contain
more meaningful citations than the introduction section.
Supporting this finding, Suppe (1998) explained that article
sections about methods, data, and interpretations were
important to the evaluation of whether the new findings
could be integrated into the common knowledge base of a
discipline.
Semantic CCA
The semantic relation between documents connected by
citations has been discussed extensively for decades. As
early as 1957, Merton (1957) claimed that citation was
driven by the norms of science. In his commentaries on the
citation motivation of the authors, Garfield (1964) presented 15 reasons why authors cite other texts. Although
his work relied on observation and anecdotes, which did
not shed light on citation frequency, it was one of the first
proposals to study citation motivation in depth. Lipetz
(1965), while developing relational indicators to index
documents, identified 29 categories describing relationships
between cited articles and citing articles. He grouped these
categories into the following four clusters: (a) original
scientific contribution of the citing paper, (b) other than
original scientific contribution of the citing paper, (c) relationship identification between the citing paper and the
cited paper, and (d) scientific contribution of the cited paper
to the citing paper. He proposed that authors use these
categories to clearly state their citing motivation for each

citation in their article. Although neither Garfield (1964)
nor Lipetz (1965) provided empirical evidence of citing
behavior, their commentaries, nonetheless, have been frequently used by researchers studying semantic citation
characteristics.
Researchers in the late 1970s devoted much attention to
author motivation in the examination of citation practice.
Their goal was to understand if citation frequency could
quantitatively measure author quality and prestige. Gilbert
(1977) was the first to argue that citation served as a tool of
persuasion, rather than evaluation, as was the “normative
view” (p. 113). Sociologists and bibliometricans have
explored the finer structure of citation practice through different dimensions: examination of text surrounding citations
(Chubin & Moitra, 1975), analysis of the function and
quality of citations (Moravcsik & Murugesan, 1975), and
identification of previous research use (Spiegel-Rösing,
1977). These researchers explored citation contribution
extensively through labor-intensive and small-sized content
analysis. Chubin and Moitra (1975) set up a tree hierarchy
solely focusing on the different contribution levels of cited
works: confirmative (four types) or negative (two types).
Moravcsik and Murugesan (1975) proposed relationship
indicators to distinguish between the critical and noncritical
contributions of citations, such as whether the citing paper
was extending previous ideas or proposing a new viewpoint,
or denying or confirming the cited work. Spiegel-Rösing
(1977) separated the methodological function of citation
(e.g., providing data, developing methods, etc.) from the
general function of citation (e.g., historical background of a
subject domain) to conduct the first citation context analysis
outside the field of physics. She found that 80% of citations
substantiate a statement or point to further information,
5.8% were mentioned only in the introduction or literature
review as the state of the art, and 5.3% were used to compare
data.
The first large-scale citation content analysis
(Oppenheim & Renn, 1978) used 23 highly cited old papers
in the fields of physics and physical chemistry and found
that nearly 40% of all citations referenced historical background. Small (1978) was among the first to study the scientific content of a citation by viewing it as a symbol of a
concept or method, similar to Garfield’s (1974) use of cited
documents as subject headings in an indexing system. Small
proposed that referencing was a process of labeling, and, as
such, citation context (i.e., the surrounding text of a citation)
constituted the author’s interpretation of the cited work. He
examined the citation contexts (i.e., 2 to 3 sentences around
the points where citations appeared) of citations within a
set of highly cited articles in chemistry and found that
most were not “research front papers” (p. 334) but, rather,
“well-established instructions on how to carry out certain
basic operations at the lab bench or at the desk” (p. 334). He
thus concluded that highly cited articles act as symbolic
exemplars.
In the 1980s, while Small (1982) and Cronin (1984)
both extensively studied citation classification schemas,
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other researchers conducted postal surveys or in-person
interviews on the topic of citing behavior. Representative
works of the latter include the following: a semantic citation analysis to categorize the citation behaviors based on
survey and interview (Hodges, 1972), multiple surveys
of recently published authors in the field of
chemistry (Brooks, 1985; Vinkler, 1987), a survey that
employed the Moravcsik and Murugesan models (Cano,
1989), and two large-scale surveys of psychologists
(Shadish, Tolliver, Gray, & Gupta, 1995). Conversely,
McCain and Turner (1989), contending citation choice
reflected the perceived usefulness of the cited work, conducted a manual bibliometric analysis of citation patterns
within the field of molecular genetics. Focusing on the
aging patterns of individual journal articles, they explored
relationships between several content-related citation variables in 11 articles.
These early efforts sought to justify the feasibility of
using citations to evaluate scholarly impact by classifying
citation motivation and identifying the function of citations
using a relatively limited set of articles (10 to 100 full-text
articles). Methods were restricted to interview or manual
analysis. Later, however, computer technology developments led to automatic data processing algorithms capable
of massive content-based data analysis. Teufel, Siddharthan,
and Tidhar (2006a, 2006b) proposed a reliable citation function annotation schema that allowed a supervised machine
learning algorithm to automatically classify citation functions (e.g., reasons that a researcher cites a particular paper)
using both shallow and deep natural language features. In
that schema, they used four top-level categories (explicit
statement of weakness, contrast or comparison to another
work, agreement/usage/compatibility to another work, and a
neutral category) to label each citation. Avoiding sociologically oriented distinctions (e.g., paying homage to pioneers),
they instead aimed for reliable annotation. A test of their
approach on 360 conference articles found a strong relationship between citation function and sentiment classification.
Small (2011) later analyzed citation sentiments using the
text surrounding references in scientific papers and by combining science mapping with a linguistic analysis of the
citation contexts to deepen the understanding of the structure and underlying cognitive and social processes. He
defined the citation context as the one to three sentences
surrounding the citation and in his study used an average of
1.6 sentences surrounding the point of reference. Using 81
full-text papers, co-cited in the organic thin-film transistor
domain, he derived a co-citation map and found that sentiments varied within a specialty and were related to cognitive
and social factors.
In short, until the early 1990s semantic CCA mainly
relied on manual content analysis over a small sample size
and applied survey to shed light on citation motivations and
citation functions. However, since the mid-1990s semantic
CCA has been geared toward the application of data mining
or natural language processing algorithms to enable semiautomatic analysis of citation contexts.
4

Approaches
Approaches applied in CCA include content analysis as
the manual approach and computational linguistics/natural
language processing (NLP) as the semiautomatic approach.
Content analysis (CA) examines both the syntactic and
semantic context of citations to obtain a better understanding of the relationships between citing and cited works.
Computational linguistics/NLP analyzes the citation sentences based on linguistic principles.

Content Analysis
Traditionally, researchers have employed CA to determine authorship (i.e., identifying personalized linguistic and
rhetorical characteristics), examine patterns in documents,
and infer psychological or emotional states. In library and
information science (LIS) studies, researchers have
extended CA to analyze different types of data (e.g., reference interviews, problem statements in published articles,
and job advertisements) in both qualitative and quantitative
studies. A summary of selected examples of studies in LIS
between 1991 and 2005 (White & Marsh, 2006) included the
use of CA to identify reasons for selecting initial web search
strategies (White & Iivonen, 2001), to develop a thesaurus of
image-text relationships (Marsh & White, 2003), and to
determine the nature of problem statements in LIS articles
(Stansbury, 2002). Similarly, Pettigrew and McKechnie
(2001) used a CA codebook of three categories (e.g., Affiliation of First Author, Primary Subject of Article, and Type of
Article) to analyze the use of theory in 1,160 articles that
appeared in six information science (IS) journals between
1993 and 1998.
Still, CA remains not widely applied in citation analysis,
despite the fact that the idea of combining bibliometric
methods the full-text analysis for the purposes of content
analysis of citations (Cronin, 1984) was put forward and
experimented with as early as the 1960s (Glenisson,
Glänzel, Janssens, & Moor, 2005) when Lipetz identified 29
different citation reasons. In the 1970s and 1980s, a number
of researchers (Chubin & Moitra, 1975; Frost, 1979;
McCain & Turner, 1989; Moravcsik & Murugesan, 1975;
Oppenheim & Renn, 1978; Peritz, 1983; Spiegel-Rösing,
1977) added to this concept by proposing their own schemes
to categorize and contextualize citations.
Most CA studies, which examine citation reason and
function, employ classification schemas. Over the years,
researchers have continually devised new schemas to
provide different perspectives on content. Table 1 summarizes the eight prominent schemas detailed as follows:
Lipetz’s (1965) original study used 29 citation reasons contained in four groups. Chubin and Moitra (1975) proposed a
tree hierarchy depicting the cited papers’ different levels of
contribution (basic, subsidiary, additional, perfunctory) and
confirmative or negative nature. Moravcsik and Murugesan
(1975) employed four basic binary concepts to categorize
citation motivation. The Spiegel-Rösing (1977) schema was
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Ë Methods-central

Ë Methodology

Ë Methodology

Ë Results & discussion-central
Ë Results & discussion-peripheral

Setting stage
Background
Documentary
Introduction-central
Introduction-peripheral
Ë
Ë
Ë
Ë
Ë
Peritz (1983)

Ë Views of other scholars
Frost (1979)

Ë Historical background
Ë Data (not comparative)
Ë Factual evidence

Ë Theoretical equation

Identifying key concepts within a citation context is a
complex problem, as many citation contexts are hard to
identify, especially using linguistic markers. Computational
linguistic techniques using natural language processing has
proven useful in key concept extraction, even though scientific citing behavior can vary from field to field and from
author to author.

Oppenheim & Renn (1978)

Ë Conceptual or organizational
Ë Concept definitions
Ë New interpretation
Moravcsik & Murugesan (1975)
Spiegel-Rösing (1977)

Ë
Ë
Ë
Ë
Ë
Ë
Chubin & Moitra (1975)

Affirmative-basic
Affirmative-additional
Evolutionary or juxtaposition
History/state-of-Art
Data (in text)
Data (in tables)

Ë Scientific contribution
Ë Nonscientific contribution
Lipetz (1965)

Computational Linguistics/Natural Language Processing

McCain & Turner (1989)

Ë
Ë
Ë
Ë
Ë
Ë

Ë
Ë
Ë
Ë
Ë
Ë
Ë
Ë
Ë
Ë
Ë
Ë
Ë
Ë
Ë
Ë

Continuity relationship
Disposition of contribution
Affirmative-perfunctory
Affirmative-subsidiary
Perfunctory or organic
Point of departure
Data (comparative)
Further reading
Substantiated study
Relevant work
Data (comparative)
Primary text
Further reading
Previous scholarship
Comparative
Argumentative

Ë Theory/method not applicable

Negative-partial
Negative-total
Confirmative or negative
Positive evaluation
Negative evaluation
Disproved prior study

Ë Method

Methodology explanation
Negative distinction
Prior empirical/experimental evidence
Theoretical framework
Background information

A comparison of content analysis (CA) classification categories developed for schemas in citation content studies between 1965 and 1989.
TABLE 1.

detailed and focused on the contents of the cited work and
evaluative use of the citation. Oppenheim and Renn (1978),
in one of the largest early CA studies, used seven categories
based on their function within the paper (i.e., to support
theory, methodology, background). Frost (1979) divided
citation usage based on the type of cited text (e.g., other
scholar views, primary text, previous scholarship). Peritz
(1983) divided citing papers by their roles in the empirical
study (e.g., comparative, argumentative, documentary).
McCain and Turner (1989) based their classification schema
on the location (i.e., introduction, discussion) and scope
(central, peripheral) of the citation within the paper.
Recently, as reflected in the work of Zhang, Ding, and
Milojević (2013), there has been a renewed appreciation for
CA’s flexible methodology, which allows for both quantitative and qualitative approaches regardless of manual or
computer-aided processing. They developed a codebook to
annotate citation motivations and better analyze the rich
sociocultural context of citing behavior, which is twodimensional (citing and cited), bi-modular (syntactic and
semantic), and based on the grounded theory (Glaser &
Strauss, 1967). Their approach balances specificity and generalizability, while investigating the interaction between
individual norms (e.g., personal motivations) and collective
norms (e.g., established regulations/conventions in a certain
domain) in citing behavior, thus continuing the scholarly
discussion of content analysis through citation analysis.

Citation context: window size. Citation context analyzes
the textual information located in a window near citation
references. Bradshaw (2003) used a fixed window size of
100 words (50 words on either side of the citation) to extract
citation context using CiteSeer and by following the
“Context” link from the “Document Details” page representing each document. O’Connor (1982) applied a set of handcrafted sentence-based rules to select the citation context
likely to convey information about a particular cited paper
over a collection of chemistry journal articles. He concluded
that, although helpful for retrieval, it was difficult to identify
proper citation context semiautomatically, as it requires
human intervention and is domain specific. The amount of
text referring to a citation can vary dramatically, and textually close citations can interact with each other. Ritchie,
Teufel, and Robertson (2006) demonstrated this variation of
citation context and found that almost any window size
would result in overlapping windows, which could be
attributed to the wrong citation. Using a fixed window size
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of 50 terms on each side of the reference, similar to
Bradshaw (2003), the authors discussed potential computational linguistic techniques, such as some form of text segmentation, full-blown discourse analysis, or simple sentence
boundary detection, as well as altering the window size to
more accurately locate citation contexts.
Ritchie, Robertson, and Teufel (2008) tested different
citation contexts with the goal of improving information
retrieval. As part of their study, they defined citation context
in the following nine different ways: none indicates no citation context, 1sent uses only the citation sentence, 3sent
contains the citation sentence plus one sentence immediately
to the left and right, 1sentupto contains the citation sentence
and truncated at the next citation to the left and right, 3sentupto contains the 3sent context and truncated at the next
citation to the left and right, win50 indicates a window of up
to 50 words on each side of the citation, win75 indicates a
window of up to 75 words on each side of the citation,
win100 indicates a window of up to 100 words on each side
of the citation, and full contains the entire citing paper. They
assumed the text conformed to grammatical and rhetorical
conventions and that words likely to describe the cited paper
occur close to the citation, whereas words further away were
less likely to describe the cited paper. As such, the sentence
containing the citation would be a good approximation of
the citation’s descriptive terms. However, they found that
longer citation contexts resulted in greater retrieval effectiveness, 3sent was more effective than 1sent, but that truncated versions usually ranked lower, with 1sentupto below
1sent. They therefore concluded that using neighbor citations to delimit a citation’s context was not helpful.
Although the window context win50 usually ranked lowest
of all the window contexts, increasing the context length did
not guarantee better identification of citation contexts
because effectiveness decreased again by the time the entire
citing paper was taken as the citation context. Similarly, a
comparison between the relative effectiveness of the
sentence-based and window contexts shows that sentencebased contexts were more effective than windows of equivalent length.
Paper sections. In her dissertation, Teufel (2000) noted
that the diversity of writing styles from different disciplines
was associated with different paper sections. She found that
social scientists tend to use unstructured text without standardized section headings and that 74% of all headers were
not prototypical. Specifically, 32% of all papers contained
no explicitly mentioned conclusion section, and only 9% of
the computational linguistics corpus had a background or
literature review section. Conversely, section structure in the
medical corpus (cardiology) was homogeneous with the
typical introduction, method, result, and discussion sections
existing in almost all papers. Writing styles also varied
between regions. For example, German-Polish tradition
keeps the results hidden until the end of the work to retain
readers’ curiosity, whereas English texts provide a results
summary in the abstract. As many full-text papers are now
6

available in PDF or HTML format, some researchers have
sought to find ways to use such formats to identify paper
sections. Ding, Liu, Guo, and Cronin (2013) used regular
expression rules to capture paper sections from the HTML
version of Journal of the American Society for Information
Science and Technology (JASIST) articles and achieved high
accuracy. Ramakrishnan, Patnia, Hovy, and Burns (2012)
developed a layout-aware PDF text extraction system to
enable accurate extraction of sections or bodies of text from
PDF versions of research articles.
Applications
Content-based citation analysis can be divided into the
five application categories that are examined in-depth in the
following subsections. First, citation motivation classification categorizes citation motivation based on manually
annotated training examples or linguistic rules. Second, citation summarization summarizes sets of documents using
citation features. Third, information retrieval enhances
retrieval performance based on citation context. Fourth, citation recommendation/prediction suggests references for
articles or books. Finally, knowledge graph mining identifies
the extent to which candidate concepts, from the citation
context, can form a conceptual network to enable knowledge
discovery.
Citation Motivation Classification
Citation count remains the dominant measure of article
impact (Borgman, 1990; Ziman, 1968). However, this form
of measurement is often too simplistic to reflect the diverse
impact of different types of citations. As a result, many
approaches have been proposed and applied to better detect
the nuances between papers and their citations and thus build
more precise impact measures (Angrosh, Cranefield, &
Stanger, 2010; Athar, 2011; Pham & Hoffmann, 2003; Teufel
et al., 2006a, 2006b). Garzone (1997) treated the citation
classification as a task of sentence categorization using cue
words in citations, along with lexical and grammar rules, to
break down citation contexts into 35 predefined categories.
He further divided these categories into the following types:
negational, affirmational, assumptive, tentative, methodological, interpretational/developmental, future research,
use of conceptual material, contrastive, and reader alert.
The automatic detection of citation function has also
been well studied by Teufel (2000), who formalized the
rhetorical multiclassification task—Argumentative Zoning
—by labeling sentences as Own, Other, Background,
Textual, Aim, Basis, and Contrast based on its role in the
author’s arguments. Table 2 displays her final annotation
scheme. In her later work, Teufel used 360 conference
papers to investigate the problem of classification of citation
sentences based on their functional roles (Teufel et al.,
2006a, 2006b) and introduced a 12-category citation annotation scheme. She and her colleagues then converted that
to a positive/negative/neutral scheme, thus defining a
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TABLE 2.
Categories
Background
Other
Own
Aim
Textual
Contrast
Basis

Teufel’s (2000) final annotation scheme.
Specification
Generally accepted background knowledge
Specific other work
Own work method, results, future work
Specific research goal
Textual section structure
Contrast, comparison, weakness of other solution
Other work provides basis for own work

relationship between the binary sentiment classification and
the citation function classification.
Angrosh, Cranefield, and Stanger (2010) tackled a
similar problem of annotation scheme by annotating every
sentence in the related work section of an article, including
sentences referring to the background and those about the
authors’ own research. Unlike other works, they viewed the
task as sequential labeling and used conditional random
fields (CRF) based on the assumption that authors follow a
sequential rhetorical pattern while drawing on related work.
Both Teufel and Angrosh used heuristically created
schemas, which suffered from the problems of multiclassification class imbalance, annotation difficulty, and limited
labeled data (Angrosh et al., 2010; Teufel, 2000; Teufel
et al., 2006a, 2006b). To simplify the number of citation
categories for functional classification, Athar (2011) carried
out sentiment analysis by reducing the categories into just
three classes: positive, negative, and neutral. The results
proved more robust than previous classifications with more
classes. Based on an earlier schema (Moravcsik &
Murugesan, 1975), Dong and Schäfer (2011) defined a citation classification schema with four types: background, fundamental idea, technical basis, and comparison. Their
method involved automatic classification through supervised learning classifiers using the textual, physical, and
syntactic feature sets. Their results confirmed that the
feature set, with the part-of-speech (POS) tags and added
syntactic patterns, was most effective.
There are two major methods used to apply these schema
annotations to the citation text. The first stream of research
applies a rule-based strategy based on predefined cue-words
or phrases set in a decision tree classification to classify
extracted citations (Garzone, 1997; Nanba, Kando, &
Okumura, 2000; Pham & Hoffmann, 2003). The second
employs machine learning techniques to build different classifiers, including IBk k-NN (k-Nearest Neighbors algorithm),
support vector machine (SVM), and CRF (Angrosh et al.,
2010; Athar, 2011; Teufel et al., 2006a). However, they did
not simply use the machine learning-based classifiers alone
but, rather, integrated expert knowledge in the form of either
lexicon (scientific terms) or phrases (cues). Siddharthan and
Teufel (2007) applied k-NN to generate intermediate results
for the functional classification. They also tested other classifiers including Naive Bayes, Hidden Naive Bayes, iBk
(k-NN), J48 (decision tree), and STACKING (assembling
NB and J48). Table 3 summarizes these citation classification

studies based on their difference in schema categories, features, and classifiers. Generally, citation classification is
similar to sentiment classification but more complex, as the
categorization of functional citations remains debatable and
usually contains six or even dozens of categories.
Citation Summarization
As the amount of information has grown in recent years,
many researchers have begun developing two types of automated document summarization: key phrase extraction and
sentence summarization. Document summarization using
key phrase extraction selects the words or phrases from
document tags, whereas sentence summarization selects the
sentence to produce short summary paragraphs about a
document. Numerous summarization studies (Abu-Jbara &
Radev, 2011; Elkiss et al., 2008; Kupiec, Pedersen, & Chen,
1995; Mei & Zhai, 2008; Mohammad et al., 2009; Nanba &
Okumura, 2004; Qazvinian, Hassanabadi, & Halavati, 2008;
Qazvinian & Radev, 2008, 2010; Teufel & Moens, 2002)
have been applied to the scientific literature. These studies
have sought to identify the minimum size of text necessary
to provide the most significant (impact-based), most original
(no one addressed yet), and most concise (diversified
without redundancy nor lose) information about a paper.
Teufel and Moens’ (2002) study was similar to Kupiec
et al. (1995), but instead of evaluating document summarization based on domain expert summaries, Teufel and
Moens prepared the summaries themselves. Again, similar
to Kupiec et al., Teufel and Moen relied on both supervised
learning and human-selected extraction for sentence extraction, but their training and evaluation were based on good
candidate sentences, and extraction was based on human
judgment. Teufel and Moens’ results were not significantly
different from those of Kupiec et al., which implied that any
improvement should be made to extraction methods rather
than to the training set.
Although earlier studies (Nanba et al., 2000; Nanba &
Okumura, 1999) analyzed citation sentences using predefined phrase-based rules to build survey generation tools,
Qazvinian and Radev (2008) treated citation sentences as
resources for fact summarization. They selected a subset of
citation sentences to form a summary based on defined criteria and assuming that the ideal summary is composed of
the most important and diversified facts. To find such facts,
they first clustered the citation sentences and then applied a
network-based ranking algorithm within each cluster. Elkiss
et al. (2008) similarly studied citation summaries generated
from research papers in PubMed. Deeming citation
summary information as that which is important to peers,
they showed that citation summaries both overlap and differ
from the paper abstracts because each focused on different
aspects of the paper.
Mei and Zhai (2008), casting the problem as a retrieval
task, proposed a language model-based summarization
method. Regarding each candidate sentence in the summary
as a document capable of being retrieved, they constructed a
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TABLE 3. A comparison of citation motivation annotation schemas, including schema categories, features, and classifiers, developed for citation content
studies between 2006 and 2011.
Schema categories
Teufel et al. (2006a)

Teufel et al. (2006b)

Angrosh et al. (2010)

Athar (2011)

Dong & Schäfer (2011)

Ë
Ë
Ë
Ë
Ë
Ë
Ë
Ë
Ë
Ë
Ë
Ë
Ë
Ë
Ë
Ë
Ë

Background/introduction
Citation sentences
Descriptive sentences
Research gap
Alternate approach
Current work
Weakness
Contrast
Positive
Neutral
Citation weakness
Comparison and contrast
Citation positive sentiment
Sentences neutral description
Positive
Negative
Neutral

Ë
Ë
Ë
Ë

Background
Fundamental idea
Technical basis
Comparison

virtual impact query. A major contribution of their study was
the use of different citation weights based on authority and
prestige. Qazvinian and Radev (2010) also used a language
model to tackle the problem of automatic key phrase extraction and sentence selection. They used point-wise divergence to measure how randomly a phrase can be generated
with respect to its unique words and then set a threshold for
key phrase generation. With the goal of picking sentences
which include the most important and nonredundant key
phrases, they approximated the optimization by greedily
adding new sentences into a current solution set.
Mohammad et al. (2009) applied similar techniques while
automatically generating a scientific survey for multiple
documents.
Other researchers (Abu-Jbara & Radev, 2011; Qazvinian
et al., 2008) have proposed using LexRank (a networkbased ranking algorithm equivalent to PageRank) to identify the most salient sentences within clusters. LexRank
first summarizes multidocuments and builds a cosine
similarity graph of all the candidate sentences. Then it
finds the most central sentences by performing a random
walk on the graph. LexRank sets each citation sentence as
a node and their similarity as the edge weight. From the
nature of stationary distribution of Markov Chain, the
most central papers are selected based on the main facts of
the corresponding cluster (e.g., representative sentences).
Multiple measures for setting the edge weight can be
8

Schema features
Ë
Ë
Ë
Ë
Ë

Cue phrases
Verb tense/voice
Modality
Location
(paper/paragraph)

Schema classifiers
Ë IBk (k-NN)

Ë Human annotation

Ë Generalization terms (Lexicon)
Ë (Prev.) Sentence has citations

Ë CRF

Ë
Ë
Ë
Ë
Ë
Ë
Ë
Ë
Ë
Ë
Ë
Ë
Ë

Ë SVM

1-3 grams
Scientific lexicon
POS-tag
Contextual Polarity
Dependency Structure
Sentence Splitting (removing)
Negation
Cue words
Boolean and weight
POS-tag
Location
Popularity
Density/Avg Dens

Ë SMO
Ë BayesNet,
Ë NaiveBayes

used for reordering the sentences. In fact, the supervised
method is often more expensive than the unsupervised
method, as it requires prior learning based on sufficient
training data. As a result, in recent studies, as shown in
Table 4, unsupervised learning has been more frequently
used.
Retrieval
Citation information, in the form of citation counts, has
shown marginal performance improvement in information
retrieval. Meij and Rijke (2007) used citation counts to identify the prior probability of a document’s appropriateness in
the language model retrieval framework and Fujii (2007)
used PageRank to calculate citation impact for improved
patent search. Other studies have sought to enhance information retrieval performance using citation information
(e.g., citation sentence and citation context) by finding the
index terms of a paper in the citation context (O’Connor,
1982).
Bradshaw (2003) proposed an indexing technique, reference directed indexing (RDI), which combined measures of
relevance and significance in a single retrieval metric based
on a comparison of the terms authors used in reference to
documents. Although citation frequency measures are useful
in determining the relative importance of documents, it has
been difficult to determine the relevance of such documents
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TABLE 4.
studies.

Methods and feature differences in citation summarization

Methods
Kupiec et al.
(1995)
Teufel and
Moens
(2002)
Qazvinian and
Radev
(2008)
Elkiss et al.
(2008)
Qazvinian and
Radev
(2010)

Features

Ë Supervised learning
Ë Supervised learning

Ë Unsupervised learning
(clustering)

Ë
Ë
Ë
Ë

Ë Unsupervised learning
(clustering)

Ë
Ë
Ë
Ë
Ë
Ë
Ë
Ë

Abu-Jbara and Ë Unsupervised learning
Radev
(clustering)
(2011)

Mei and Zhai
(2008)

Ë Human-selected extraction:
professional abstractors
Ë Human-selected extraction:
authors

Ë A language model-based Ë
summarization method

LexRank
C-LexRank
C-RR
A lexical similarity metric
Self cohesion
LexRank
C-LexRank
C-RR
MMR
Key phrase extraction
N-gram
LexRank
Variations: remove
sentence filtering or
classification or clustering
component
The use of different
citation weights based on
authority and prestige

to a given query. Leveraging the fact that sufficiently useful
documents are cited by multiple authors and using the terms
appearing in the citation context, RDI can establish the
relevance of a reference to a given query term. Repeated
references to a document provide a means of comparing the
words of many references. If several authors use the same
words in reference to a document, RDI views these words as
good index terms for that document. He et al. (2010) added
keywords and other citation metadata (e.g., title, cited
articles) to represent the citing document and applied the
k-means clustering algorithm to group the retrieved documents into different categories, thereby boosting retrieval
performance.
These studies combined the citation context with only
partial information about the cited paper (e.g., citation metadata). Ritchie et al. (2008), however, combined citation contexts with the full-text of the cited paper. They added the
context of citing papers into the cited papers to improve the
retrieval performance for cited articles. Using fixed window
words, truncated words, and the full paper to index cited
papers, they found that using longer citation contexts could
improve the retrieval performance, but that the results worsened when the full paper was used to index cited articles. In
addition, their research indicated that weighting citation
terms higher than document terms generally improved
retrieval effectiveness.
Qazvinian and Radev (2010) also used context sentences
surrounding citations determine relevance and increase
retrieval performance. They aimed to solve the problem of
retrieval for context sentences with respect to the given

query (“reference-paper” pair) and addressed this task by
considering the nature of connections between paper and
reference. They used the Markov random field (MRF) model
as a collective classifier to label candidate sentence as “relevant” or “nonrelevant.”
Citation Recommendation/Prediction
Citation context is useful for constructing a citation recommendation system to find related work. Nallapati,
Ahmed, Xing, and Cohen (2008) exemplified this approach
by proposing Pairwise-Link-LDA, which models the existence of a link between every pair of documents based on
words generated from a topic-word distribution. Kataria,
Mitra, Caragea, and Giles (2011) extended this model to
cite-PLSA-LDA by associating terms in the citation contexts to the cited documents and generating topic-citation
multinomial distributions in the citing paper. Similarly,
Tang and Zhang (2009) proposed a two-layer restricted
Boltzmann machine model (RBM-CS), which could
discover topic distributions of paper content and
citation relationship simultaneously. In this way, they
provided a discriminative approach to topic-based citation
recommendation.
Based on CiteSeerX, He et al. (2010) proposed a contextaware citation recommendation system to recommend a possible list of bibliographic records for a given article. Their
core idea was to design a novel nonparametric probabilistic
model to measure the context-based relevance between a
citation context and a document. Later, He et al. (2011) built
a citation context-based system that sought to identify locations within a query article where citations were needed.
They proposed four models for finding citation contexts:
language models, contextual similarity, topic relevant, and
dependency feature model. Huang et al. (2012) developed a
translation method to convert research papers into references. They represented research papers using both the
descriptive language (words appearing in the citation
sentences) and the reference language (features of the references). Their citation recommendation system thus transformed citation context into a representation for the cited
papers.
Citation context has also been used in citation prediction,
which usually focuses on predicting links between networks
of documents, and on predicting words within them. For
example, Chang and Blei (2009) developed the relational
topic model (RTM), which modeled data composed of documents (i.e., collections of words and links among words).
For each pair of documents, the RTM modeled their link
as “a binary random variable that is conditioned on their
contents” (p. 81). Focusing on the potential correlation
between topic similarity and community closeness, Liu,
Niculescu-Mizil, and Gryc (2009) developed the topic-link
LDA model to jointly model topics and author community.
Using this model, the similarity between topic mixtures via
citation links could help predict the similarity between community mixtures, or vice versa. Dietz, Bickel, and Scheffer
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FIG. 4. The heterogeneous entity graph based on entity citing, co-citing,
and co-occurring relationships. [Color figure can be viewed in the online
issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
FIG. 3. Biological entities highlighted in two PubMed articles in which
one cites the other. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which
is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

(2007) built a probabilistic topic model that includes citation
content variables such as topic mixture of the topical atmosphere of a cited publication and characteristic word distribution for each topic. Using this model, the strength of
influence of citations against manually rated citations can be
predicted.
Knowledge Graph Mining
Many researchers have attempted to extract important
concepts from citation context to form conceptual networks
(Rees-Potter, 1989; Schneider, 2006; Schneider & Borlund,
2004). Small (1978) argued that citations reflect the author’s
commentary on the cited work through the process of
making symbols and creating meaning. The content of the
citation context, as a symbol of concepts and methods, can
therefore be mined for meaning. Ding, Song et al. (2013)
proposed entitymetrics to extend bibliometric methods by
measuring the impact of knowledge entities in scholarly
communication. They defined knowledge entities as those
entities which act as carriers of knowledge in scientific
articles, such as keywords, topics, subject categories, data
sets, key methods, key theories, and domain entities (e.g.,
biological entities: genes, drugs, and diseases) (Figure 3).
They tested the usefulness of this approach by analyzing the
knowledge entities in PubMed Central documents related to
the drug metformin. They formed a biological entity citation
network and analyzed the features of the network and node
centralities (Figure 4). Comparing their results with the
manually curated Comparative Toxicogenomics Database
(CTD) demonstrated the usefulness of entitymetrics in
detecting the most outstanding biological entities related to
the drug metformin.
Similarly, Jenssen, Laegreid, Komorowski, and Hovig
(2001) created a gene-gene co-citation network for 13,712
human genes by extracting gene names from 10 million
10

Medline articles. They interlinked this co-citation network
with Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) terms and the gene
ontology (GO) database to validate that co-citation associations between gene entities reflect meaningful biological
relationships. Arnold and Cohen (2009) used citation networks to help identify genes in academic articles. After
analyzing which genes an author had written about, with
whom he/she coauthored, and which articles or authors
she/he usually cited, they predicted which genes the author
would write about in the future. Through this, they demonstrated that scholarly communication and network analysis
could provide better link prediction than relying solely on
traditional biological information.
Schlitt et al. (2003) proposed a method to identify functionally related genes based on comparison of neighborhoods in gene networks. They proposed that if two nodes
had a large overlap between their neighborhoods, then
they were more likely to link together. The neighborhood
was measured using protein–protein interaction data,
protein complexes, and a literature network based on
co-occurrences of gene names in abstracts of scientific
articles. Using this method, they identified 816 functional
relationships between 159 genes and assigned biological
process annotation to seven previously uncharacterized
genes.
Conclusion and Future Directions
Scientists write articles to document their research output
and publish them to disseminate knowledge. Published
scientific articles are tested, evaluated, improved/criticized,
and applied in different scientific disciplines to generate
more research articles. This is the way modern science accumulates and develops knowledge. Research papers, although
not the only form of the scientific output, do authenticate
the accreditation process of how knowledge is developed.
Therefore, analyzing the content of scientific articles, especially through citing behavior, can identify how knowledge
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has evolved. This paper provides a comprehensive understanding of the state of the art of CCA.
The foundation of CCA seeks to explain the “how” and
“why” of citation behavior either through syntactic and
semantic analysis. Syntactic CCA uses the structure or
layout of an article to identify the location and number of
citations to investigate the significance of influence. Semantic CCA deepens this analysis by identifying citation motivation based on predefined categorizations through manual
analysis of citation context. Given that most analyses of this
type are based on a limited number of citing articles (usually
fewer than 100), the challenge remains on how to generalize
these findings to other citing articles.
Current approaches to CCA include both this manual
approach of content analysis and the semiautomatic
approach of NLP. Content analysis has been widely applied
in computer-mediated communication to detect communication patterns among different communities. The core part
of CCA is the development of a codebook used to annotate
citation contexts. To automatize the extraction of key concepts from citation contexts, researchers use NLP, which
allows for the analysis of citing behavior. It is, however, still
challenging to identify the best window size to extract the
proper citation context and to detect the correct citing paper
sections.
Researchers have applied CCA in various ways to facilitate better management and evaluation of research behavior,
summarization and retrieval of information, recommendation and prediction of scholarly communication, and mining
and discovery of knowledge. Citation motivation classification uses a rule-based approach, based on predefined cuewords, to classify motivations semiautomatically. Following
this approach, studies have used citations, together with
abstracts or full-text contents, to generate summaries of
specific subdomains. Following the success of PageRank,
many began implanting citations contexts and topic features
into retrieval algorithms to improve performance. Recommender systems, once only used for seeking good related
works, can now be used to build relationships between
authors, topics, articles, and publication venues.
With the launch of Google’s knowledge graph, as a part of
Google’s semantic search initiatives in 2012, and the increasing interest in big data, concept-driven or entity-driven graph
mining has taken off. Although there are many ways to form
knowledge graphs, citations and their contexts provide a
unique link to connect concepts or entities. Using the largesize publicly available PubMed articles and full-text PubMed
central articles to build entity citation graphs or entity
co-citation graphs has contributed to the discovery of
unknown knowledge (Ding, Song et al., 2013). How to better
integrate these entity citation graphs with other domain
related graphs (e.g., with other publicly available databases
about genes, drugs, diseases, and side effects) to enable
intelligent knowledge discovery is an interesting direction for
future research. Similarly, systems to predict or recommend
citations, as well as those using citations to generate summaries, all have space to improve. Questions such as how to

identify patterns of contexts used by papers citing a specific
article and how to use those patterns to predict future citations, or how to leverage citation contexts by giving more
weight to important citations in citing articles, thus generating better summaries, have yet to be answered and will surely
provide directions for future research. Finally, we would like
to call for the following initiatives.
Challenge for scholarly writing. Big data bring us opportunities as well as challenges. Scientific papers are unique in
that they allow for the tracing of data from one researcher to
another by citation of their work or quotation of their statements. Nowadays, however, there are too many articles to
read and cite, and as a result, intelligent recommender
systems, such as Google Scholar, play a crucial role, in
recommending articles. Will this—citing articles suggested
automatically by recommender systems—challenge the art
of scholarly communication? This could become an interesting research topic to explore. On one hand, researchers
now depend on retrieval systems or recommender systems to
find related works for them. Because of this increase in data,
they have lost the capability to browse the entire set of
related documents, which was not an issue 10 years ago.
They must ensure retrieval systems or recommender systems
sample the right set of documents to read and cite. On the
other hand, researchers can now identify related and highquality papers based on citation frequency or journal impact
factors. Of course, broadcasting papers using tweets or blogs
can increase an articles’ visibility and citations. It is time to
revisit the citing behavior research of researchers in the late
1960s and 1970s to see whether big data have influenced our
way of reading, writing and citing.
Entitymetrics. Currently, knowledge is encoded as strings
in unstructured scientific literature, which creates a huge
hurdle for fast knowledge dissemination and industry transfer. Lifting knowledge out of the unstructured article, in PDF
format, will help us connect the dots and be more innovative.
Knowledge entities/concepts broadly include keywords,
topics, subject categories, data sets, key methods, key theories, and domain entities (e.g., biological entities: genes,
drugs, and diseases). These knowledge entities are often
used to mine knowledge and can be used ultimately to facilitate knowledge discovery based on their ability to co-occur,
cite/being cited, or co-cite/being co-cited. For example,
co-author connections in articles can reflect scientific collaboration patterns and gene co-occurrence connections in
articles can identify potential association among genes. The
overlay of co-author networks with gene co-occurrence
networks can reveal entity-oriented scientific collaboration
landscapes. Entitymetrics can bring a paradigm shift to bibliometrics by taking knowledge entity as the research unit to
enable knowledge discovery (Ding, Song, et al., 2013).
Paradigm shift for scholarly publishing. The future success
of scholarly publishing depends on whether we can create
an ecosystem of scholarly products to enable immediate
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knowledge transfer (Byrnes et al., 2013). In data-driven or
data-intensive sciences, text is no longer the most efficient
way to convey scientific information (Mons et al., 2011). To
create such an ecosystem, we need to extract knowledge units
from scientific papers and represent scientific results in a
machine-readable format (e.g., RDF [resource description
format] from W3C) so that these knowledge units/concepts
and claims can be automatically or semiautomatically linked
to related ones. In such a way, a knowledge base can be
formed organically. Of course, further technologies will be
developed to advance such processes and ensure quality. For
example, the nanopublication initiative is developing provenance and context semantics to support knowledge discovery
and connect implicit information (Mons et al., 2011). This
new shift will generate different ways of writing and citing.
Authors can cite knowledge units/concepts or scientific
claims right after a paper has been accepted and not yet
published. One paper can be cited multiple times if it contains
several scientific claims or knowledge concepts. An author’s
citation of one knowledge unit can lead them to cite the linked
knowledge units from this knowledge base. Therefore, a citation can be more modularized, which means that it does not
have to be a paper, it can be a part of a paper (e.g., a scientific
claim in the conclusion, or an experimental setting in the
methodology part). Scholarly writing will change as well; for
example, authors normally provide keywords for their papers;
instead, they will be asked to provide several scientific claims
and important knowledge units/concepts as part of their submissions. This will turn traditional scholarly communication
into a new paradigm for sharing and transferring knowledge
units, data, and scientific claims, which will accelerate knowledge discovery.
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